
An Elegant Affair Choker
Project N2174
Kat Silvia

This choker sits high on the neck to show off the faceted Swarovski Crystal stone in an elegant color palette of silver and

black.

What You'll Need

Swarovski Crystal Fancy Stone Setting, Fits #1122 12mm Rivoli, 4 Pieces, Rhodium Plated

SKU: SWCR-4403

Project uses 12 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, #5000 Round Beads 3mm, 20 Pieces, Crystal

SKU: SWC-0300

Project uses 52 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, #1122 Rivoli Fancy Stones 12mm, 4 Pieces, Jet Unf

SKU: SWC-9302

Project uses 12 pieces

Silver Plated Rolo Chain, 3.7mm, by the Foot

SKU: CHA-9953

Project uses 5 Inches

Silver Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 15mm (10)

SKU: FCL-2522

Project uses 1 piece

Beadalon Silver Plated Chain Necklace Extender W/ Heart 2 Inch (10)

SKU: AXC-2730

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5150

Project uses 4 pieces

Silver Plated Closed Jump Rings 6mm 18 Gauge (20)

SKU: FJR-4121

Project uses 2 pieces

Shiny Silver Tone Crimp Bead Covers 5mm (144)

SKU: FCR-1055

Project uses 2 pieces

BeadSmith Crimp Tubes, 2.5x2.5mm, 100 Pieces, Silver Plated

SKU: FCR-1720

Project uses 2 pieces
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Beadalon Wire Satin Silver 7 Strand .015 Inch / 30Ft

SKU: XCR-67533

Project uses 24 Inches

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5608] Xuron 4 In 1 Crimping Pliers - Works On 1, 2 And 3mm Crimps!, [XTL-5600] Sharp

Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's

Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-0074] Eurotool Nylon Jaw Pliers Chain Nose- For

Scratch-Free Wire Work, [XTL-3000] Bead Stopper- Stop Beads Sliding Off Stringing Material

Instructions

This necklace measures approximately 16 inches.  To modify the length, simply adjust the length of chain on both sides respectively.

1. Begin by setting the stones into their settings.  You can do this by using a popsicle stick or the side of a nylon jaw pliers.  Please watch our video here to
see this easy technique.  Once your stone is in the setting, set it aside.  Repeat for all 12 stones.

2. Using your flush cutters, cut two lengths of beading wire 12 inches each.

3. Place a bead stopper about 2 inches from one end of both wires to hold them together as seen in this video: Using a Bead Stopper for Multi-strand
projects.

4. Next, string on two crystals to each strand, then string on one two hole setting with the rivoli stone.  Continue this pattern until you have added all the
settings then end with two more crystals on each strand.

5. Onto both wires string on one crimp bead and one closed jump ring.  Thread the wire back down through the crimp tube.  Pull snug and adjust the wires
to get them nice and even.  Then using the crimpers, crimp the crimp tube.  Use you flush cutters to trim any excess wire.  Add a crimp cover.  Move to the
other side, remove the bead stopper and repeat this process.

6. Cut off two lengths of chain, 2.5 inches each.  

7. Take one length of chain and attach it to one end of the strung piece by opening a jump ring and closing it around the chain and the closed jump ring on
the strung piece.  Move to the end of this chain and open another jump ring to attach one lobster clasp to the chain.  Close the jump ring.

8. Take the second length of chain and using a jump ring attach it to the other side of the strung piece as done above.  Move to the other side of this chain
and open another jump ring to attach one chain extender.  Close the jump ring and you're all done.
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